Thermotherapy using magnetic nanoparticles combined with external radiation in an orthotopic rat model of prostate cancer.
We evaluated the effects of thermotherapy using magnetic nanoparticles, also referred to as magnetic fluid hyperthermia (MFH), combined with external radiation, in the Dunning model of prostate cancer. Orthotopic tumors were induced in 96 male Copenhagen rats. Animals were randomly allocated to eight groups, including controls and groups for dose-finding studies of external radiation. Treatment groups received two serial thermotherapy treatments following a single intratumoral injection of magnetic fluid or thermotherapy followed by external radiation (10 Gy). On day 20, after tumor induction, tumor weights in the treatment and control groups were compared and iron measurements in selected organs were carried out. Mean maximal and minimal intratumoral temperatures obtained were 58.7 degrees C (centrally) and 42.7 degrees C (peripherally) during the first thermotherapy and 55.4 degrees C and 42.3 degrees C, respectively, during the second of two treatment sessions. Combined thermotherapy and radiation with 20 Gy was significantly more effective than radiation with 20 Gy alone and reduced tumor growth by 87.5-89.2% versus controls. Mean iron content in the prostates on day 20 was 87.5% of the injected dose of ferrites, whereas only 2.5% was found in the liver. An additive effect was demonstrated for the combined treatment at a radiation dose of 20 Gy, which was equally effective in inhibiting tumor growth as radiation alone with 60 Gy. Serial heat treatments were possible without repeated injection of magnetic fluid. The optimal treatment schedules of this combination regarding temperatures, radiation dose, and fractionation need to be defined in further experimental studies.